
Letter to the Editor       

National Trotguide   Without Prejudice 

Dear Sir, 

The recent letter of direction, (for that is what is was) from the Chairman of Australian Harness Racing Council,      
Mr. Geoff Want to industry participants dated 19th April 2017 concerning the banning of whip use in Harness Racing 
was breathtaking in its audacity, unsustainable arguments and unsubstantiated assumptions to say the least. 

Whilst the Chairman seems intent on claiming bragging rights as to being the first in Australia to meekly comply with 
the viewpoint of so called animal activists and so gain the superficial kudos of an “extremely sensitive Generation Y”, 
he has in my, and the opinion of many other industry participants, lost the support of those he chose to represent.    
Mr. Want and his kudos seeking Council should understand that these animal activists’ manifesto will not be satisfied 
until any form of animal Racing is banned! 

I for one am heartily sick and tired of being told by those in appointments of high office who supposedly know better 
than anyone else, as to how I should think and what I can do or say so as to comply with such “political correct” 
viewpoints, and not to dare raise an opposing viewpoint. I’m also sick of such decisions being made by people who 
have very little manure under their nails! 

Whilst everyone is of the view that our beloved horses should not be cruelly dealt with in any circumstance, the whip 
and a bit in a horse’s mouth are tools that command respect and control of a 500 lb horse. Both have been utilised in 
successful management of all horses throughout the ages since Roman times. Just imagine trying to break a young 
horse into harness without these tools of trade. Rest assured that animal welfare are already onto the so called 
cruelty of bits in horses mouths, as they are over fisherman using hooks to catch fish.  

The time has come for Council to display some backbone and common sense on this issue and to have confidence in 
the Stewards panels’ correct application of the relevant Rules. Has Council even considered that such evolving rule 
changes and application concerning whips over the past years is perhaps why the activists have by Council’s own 
admission targeted the other codes and not Harness Racing? 

Having been a participant in this industry for nearly 50 years I have seen the changes from whalebones which 
removed skin, to cane whips like telegraph poles which left corrugations, to rump pads, to swish whips. Whip usage 
changes, from over the shoulder floggings to uncrossed reins and a wrist action flicking. Such changes were needed 
and have been policed with a zealous due diligence by Stewards in recent years in expectations of community 
concerns. Alternatively, I have yet to find a Steward who is of the opinion that the whip, or the bit for that matter 
should be totally banned. 

Mr. Want makes much of so called working “collaboratively” and “transparently” in the future with the industry 
participants, who are the people his Council represent and who might just have some legitimate opinions to offer. 
Not only has the Council decided before full industry consultation as to what will be implemented, the Chairman has 
already commissioned development of “prototype safety devices”, to adhere to a political correct viewpoint, 
without considering the industry concerns. One can only agonize as to what this light bulb moment will result in. 

Having made such decisions and proposed rule changes, he now seeks industry support to implement Council 
decisions, which even he concedes may have safety concerns as to the control of horses, “to be coaxed over drains 
and through gates, but not coaxed to run”. 

Seemingly, such afterthought consultation is similar whereby the horse has already bolted without the cart!       

 Jon. E. Ponsonby   

              


